
It may have, been abit, much te expett. 
when Washington's Cpr% of General 	was 
reorganized and upgraded to become the Superior,  
Ceurt, some Of use liked to feel that matbe 
past 'instances of erratic behavior tt,our, PSI 
judges might' give way,  to more 	 , 
at least commensurate, with the new dignity ac! 
corded the court. 

The problem wasn't really-  with the majority of 
the judges, who did—enti.  still do-4 ppreach their 
important &dies with knowledge, compassion and 
fairness; it had to dO with the courtroom conduct,;  
of a certain few judges who periodically let their 
comments from the bench get the best of them, 
thereby undermining public trust in the system 
as a whole. 	 , 

But the court's change in status has by nci, marls 
meant the end of such performances, as shown all 
too well in a series of reports by staff writer Mau-
rine Beasley over'the past few months. In covering 
the court for this newspaper, Mrs. Beasley came 
across cases in which transcripts indicated varying 
degrees of judicial imprudence of the part of , sev-
eral judges, generally in the form of , gratuitous 
and insulting commentary directed at defendants 2, 
or witnesses. 

, 
The latest case to surface involves'Judge Edward 

A. Beard; who seems to take special pleasure in 
playing ..quiz games with those who appear before 
hhn. Your may recall that it was Jndge Beard who 
not long go Was reported in a transcript as having 
given an improifintu spelling test*: a 17-yearloid 
drug .addict enrolled in a high. school program at 
Federal City College. In that proceedingtitre ju e 
deraanded that the,  youth. 

Now, in another case,. Judge' Ill 
declided to Anti up, the gain* with tint 
tioni, as a prehide'telenieridiculing of a 'prat; 
old defendant convicted of possessing herein: "Let's 
find something out,"'said.the jiidge. "You got ash ay 
from high school. What's the binomial thearerar 
Then, as a grOup of Mentgemerk.Conntcjunier 
high school pupils looked On, dui ;Beard. con-
tinued: 

"You see those little kids sitting out there? They 
know what the binomial theorem tatiSee if you do. 
Do' you?" Before the defendant could finish wren 
tling with an answer, the judge interruped, saying, 
"Well stop there, Titen 	ta14•tbe detendaUt- 
contestant to define "a simple ,one—theimall figure 
T in mathematics," and went on to quiz hint on his 

inowleclge of English; asking, "Who wrote the 
poem, fiOzymandiaS'?" and then ,asking him to "de- 
fine an adverb." 	 a 	\ 

When the defendant Couldn't muster any sophis-
tigated discusaions of Percy Bysshe Shelley, or how 
you raise a mathematical expression consisting of 
two terms connected by a plus or minus sign to 
ank power without performhig the multiplications, 
pr what there is to know about the square root of 
minus one; Judge Beard said, "They gave you a•
high school diploma to getrid of you. You didn't 
learn anything in high school." 

Well, the ninth-grade pupils in the courtroom 
certainly learned something that day, and so noted 
in a letter to The Washington Post. ". . . We are 
appalled by the judge's treatment of the man after 
the verdict was decided," wrote the Leland Junior 
High School students. "No human being should be 
isibject to such harassment. Is Judge Beard typical 
of the majority of District judges? If so, then the 
Ainerican people should be made aware of the 
actual situation." 

We can only hope that these concerned students 
will be able to visit some other courtrooms and 
then conclude that as a whole, the • Superior Court 
judges do not go in for the broadside dressing-down 
of, witnesses or defendantS who come before thetn. 1  
Still, there is no question that the impression made 
on courtroom visitors by any one, judge can serve 
to damage public confidence in the entire judicial 
setup. 	 1 

g*a 
Fortunately, the D.C. Commission on Judicial 

Disabilities and Tenure—established in the same 
bill that created the Superior Court, as a group 
to examine complaints about judges—is heePing tabs on these performancet Chairman Newell W. 
Ellishte rePertS that the commission is currently 
investigating "25 to, 25 complaints relating to five 
Or six judges,"•although' haiS barred by jaw from 
disclosing the names, he told Mrs. Beasley that 
"most of 'what we're investigating his appeared in 
your newspaper." 	 4 

The procedure calls for a closed hearing, unless 
the judge involved in a complaint , requests that 
the iindings be made public: In the meantime, Mr. 
Ellison had some blunt advice that we trust was 
heard by all the judges: "Some of these judges 
ought to grow up and quit talking so much. They 
talk about things that are not pertinent to the 
matter before them and this causes tronble and it 
is improper." 


